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The COVID-19 emergency forced cities worldwide to adopt measures to restrict travel and implement new urban public

transport solutions. The discontinuity and reduction of services made users recognize public transport systems as

contamination vectors, and the decrease in the number of passengers can already be seen in several places.

Countermeasures that reduce the contact with other passengers—directly (limit the number of passengers in vehicles) or

indirectly (operate with large vehicles)—and increase offers are possible solutions to make users feel safe while riding. 
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1. The Roles of Urban Public Transport: From High Risk to Essential
Service

Since the beginning of the COVID-19 crisis, public transport has been seen as an infectious disease vector.

The transmission can occur in two ways: (i) by inhalation and (ii) by contact . These ways of infection bring pieces of

evidence about the need for constant surface hygiene and ventilation. Inhalation is the primarily responsible type of

contagious indoor infections . The contact, on the other hand, can be direct or indirect. Direct contact is related to close

contact and direct fluid exchange. Indirect contact infection occurs when a healthy individual touches the mouth, nose, or

eyes after touching a contaminated surface touched and infected by sick individuals. Studies with other SARS-CoV family

viruses demonstrated that the virus could persist on inanimate surfaces for nine days, depending on temperature and

surface materials .

During the pandemic, a few solutions to identify ill individuals and prevent infection are proposed based on these

symptoms such as the use of facial masks, trying to avoid droplets spread by cough, or fever screening. Screening is a

solution used in different countries as a way to prevent disease spread. However, this is an “imperfect barrier to spread”,

missing 50–75% of the infected cases . During the incubation period, the symptoms cannot be detected, and some

individuals might be asymptomatic . The possibility of contaminated individuals being asymptomatic makes it

challenging to recognize them and forces governments to promote preventive actions such as social distance or

lockdown.

Experience with other respiratory viruses has shown that some infection clusters originated in transport systems . This

assumption is based on the fact that closed environments can increase the contamination value (R0), reaching a number

close to 2.8 . These values indicate that vehicles and terminal passenger transport stations can produce “overspread”

events contaminating a large number of users. Other studies conducted in New York City (USA) and Wuhan (China)

reported a high correlation between the rail system and new infections . However, the studies missed some critical

factors to attest cause–effect and did not significantly correlate to other PT modes. Therefore, there is still no evidence

that PT is responsible for increasing infections, perhaps due to the rapid response of operators and governments to

introduce countermeasures that prevent virus spread. However, it is true that the transport public system environment

bunches a set of conditions that can favor the virus transmission.

PT vehicles (e.g., buses, trams, rails, and subways) usually are closed spaces with deficient ventilation . System

operators also admit, and expect, a high concentration of users during peak hours, where the recommended social

distancing is not possible to maintain. The high number of passengers makes the control system more complicated, and

there is a probability of not detected ill individuals being close to non-ill. Finally, users need to contact different surfaces

that can be contaminated, such as handrails, turnstiles, and even ticket money .

In Latin American cities, the risk could be higher due to the long journey trips and the length of the exposure time window

. Long commuting is already associated with different health impacts, such as depression . It is related to unequal

patterns in access to jobs and public services, generating a substantial effect on the population travel pattern . Groups

with lower incomes are usually spatially segregated and limited regarding mobility and accessibility conditions .

Additionally, the PT service offered is unreliable, and transport costs substantially impact the family budget . However,

in some cases, public transportation is the main or the only option for vulnerable communities.
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Since the mobility pattern and opportunity distributions are not equal in different populations, it is expected that lockdown

measures would not have the same impact . The equity implications are significantly higher for essential workers that

do not have teleworking as an option. Many of these workers are in low-income groups (e.g., supermarket employees)

and depend on public transit to keep working . A study conducted in seven regions in Colombia reinforced these

arguments . The authors found a lower demand reduction in public transit than car trips, mainly because essential

workers use PT to continue working.

Therefore, improving travel conditions on public transport is a matter of social equity and public health. Studying solutions

to guarantee safe journeys and increase the perception of safety by users is essential. It is vital to organize robust

emergency management programs to ensure that essential services keep working, and managing a resumption of

economic activities is necessary for social well-being .

2. Making Transit Systems COVID-19-Safe

There is an effort to establish procedures that guarantee the safety of users and onboard crew in PT. Experiences

worldwide have helped create a portfolio of countermeasures that focus on cleaning vehicles and stops/stations, mask

use, and providing social distancing between users. There are examples of vehicle hygiene procedures in different parts

of the world . Pilots with ultraviolet light were conducted on buses and trains in New York City in an effort to make

the transit system safer . However, the effectiveness of this sanitized effort on vehicles is undermined. They also are

human-resources-consuming and time-demanding .

Regarding vehicles, another vital measure is ventilation, which is particularly essential for an onboard crew that spends

many hours a day inside the vehicles . Ventilation can be a particular issue in metro systems, where natural ventilation

is not possible. There are a few pieces of evidence of air conditioning spreading contaminated droplets , but no studies

have been conducted so far on an inside vehicle environment.

Extensively used in some Asiatic cultures, the use of masks is passing through a popularization process during the

COVID-19 pandemic. Studies show that face covers can be more effective in reducing virus spread than disinfection and

frequent handwashing . This measure relies on the user’s response to a social appeal since they are responsible for

having their own proper mask and wearing it correctly . In different countries, their use became mandatory in closed

spaces and public transit to guarantee users’ protection.

Another essential countermeasure is the maintenance of social distancing. It is one of the solutions that have the most

consensus in the scientific community. Studies show that a 1–2 m distance is enough to reduce virus transmission by

droplets , and public transit operators are trying to adapt their vehicle layout to this parameter. For instance, this means

that a standard-size 12 m bus will only be allowed to transport 18–20 users because the position of seated and standing

passengers matters . As a consequence of the capacity reduction, there are expected revenue impacts since it will be

necessary to maintain a certain level of service to meet demand , and it might be unsustainable for massive systems.

Despite the financial impact and the difficulty of inspecting, several Brazilian cities have adopted passenger capacity limits

for bus transit systems .

There is still a group of measures that seek to avoid the demand for transport and thus guarantee a smaller number of

passengers in the system. Some examples are actions that encourage telework, virtual meetings, and distance learning.

The pandemic forced many companies to adopt this type of strategy during the lockdown. Experience in practice can help

companies understand teleworking not as an emergency measure but as an opportunity to improve working conditions

and reduce commuting . Other actions, such as different work schedules, can also prevent crowding at the peak hour,

spreading demand over the day and on different days of the week. Some Brazilian cities adopt staggered hours as a

countermeasure and a peak spreading strategy. The city of Fortaleza identified a demand reduction of 26% in the morning

peak and 19% in the afternoon peak. The city of Goiânia also found positive impacts: terminal overcrowding reduction and

reduction in public transport complaints .

Finally, there are other types of countermeasures with a few pilot experiments in different cities. Pre-booked seating,

temperature checks, only virtual payment, and better information to passengers regarding bus occupation and location are

a few examples of other possible solutions to make public transit COVID-19-safe . However, since all of these

solutions impact operation and costs, it is essential to understand the user’s safety perceptions and what would make

them rely on PT when they need to use it.

3. User’s Perception of Transport Quality and Transport Safety

In some cities, public transport usage was reduced by up to 90% during the pandemic . Although part of this reduction

is a consequence of social distancing and lockdown restrictions, the other part derives from the perception that public

transportation is not safe . Perceptions play a central role in travel attitudes. They help measure the individual’s

cognitive ability to represent and evaluate the levels of attributes of different alternatives. The choice process depends on

how the levels of attributes are perceived by individual beliefs .
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During the pandemic, the choice of using public transport is related to (i) the impossibility of traveling using other modes

due to financial, social, or housing restrictions or (ii) the positive perception of quality and safety. Some authors believe

that service quality results from comparing consumers’ expectations with their perception of the actual service received

. However, there are often gaps between different perceptions of quality, and these gaps can be significant obstacles in

trying to deliver a service that consumers perceive as a good service. Hence, it is crucial to implement measures that

prioritize the quality and level of safety perceived by users .

Since COVID-19 is a new disease and information is continually changing over time, the users may have misperceptions

about how safe it is to use PT. Therefore, communication plans are essential to provide information on how safe users are

during the ride and promote safer behaviors .
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